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a b s t r a c t
We analyze the properties of probabilistic reversible decide-and-halt automata (DH-
PRA) and show that there is a strong relationship between DH-PRA and 1-way quantum
automata. We show that a general class of regular languages is not recognizable by DH-
PRA by proving that two ‘‘forbidden’’ constructions in minimal deterministic automata
correspond to languages not recognizable by DH-PRA. The shown class is identical to a
class known to be not recognizable by 1-way quantum automata. We also prove that the
class of languages recognizable by DH-PRA is not closed under union and other non-trivial
Boolean operations.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper we study probabilistic reversible decide-and-halt automata (DH-PRA), introduced in [6]. Being entirely
classical, the model however has close links with quantum finite automata (QFA). Moreover, with some additional
restrictions, DH-PRA may be considered as a marginal special case of Nayak’s quantum automata [9]. Such marginal,
essentially classical, special cases sometimes prove to be extremely useful in the research of the properties of QFA. For
example, classical probabilistic reversible automata (C-PRA) are instrumental to prove that LatvianQFA [1] recognize exactly
the regular languages whose syntactic monoids are block groups.
In this paper, we also consider bounded-error language recognition by DH-PRA. There are two commonly used models
how to interpret word acceptance and hence, language recognition, by quantum automata. In classical acceptancemodel the
states are divided into two disjoint sets of accepting and non-accepting states and the automaton accepts a word, if it is in
an accepting state after having read the last symbol of the word and rejects it otherwise. In the decide-and-halt acceptance
model the states are divided into three disjoint sets of accepting, rejecting and non-halting states, and after reading each
symbol of the word, the automaton accepts the word if it is in an accepting state, and rejects if in a rejecting state and
otherwise continues the computation.
Classical one-way QFA (1-QFA) with pure states were introduced by Moore and Crutchfield in [8]. Subsequently,
A. Kondacs and J. Watrous introduced ‘‘decide-and-halt’’ 1-QFA with pure states in [7]. Classical 1-QFA with pure states
and ‘‘decide-and-halt’’ 1-QFA with pure states are commonly referred in literature as measure-once QFA (MO-QFA) and
measure-many QFA (MM-QFA), respectively. Since then 1-QFA with pure states have been much studied. In particular,
Kondacs and Watrous showed in [7], that MM-QFA can recognize only a proper subset of regular languages. In [4], Brodsky
and Pippenger noted that MO-QFA recognize the same language class as permutation automata [11]. Ambainis, K¸ikusts
and Valdats determined in [2] that the class of languages recognized by MM-QFA is not closed under Boolean operations,
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as well as significantly improved the necessary condition of a language to be recognized by MM-QFA, proposed by [4].
Recently in [3] it is shown that the class of languages recognizable byMM-QFA coincides with a certain subclass of QFAwith
control language, but the description of the class still remains unknown. ‘‘Decide-and-halt’’ 1-QFA with mixed states were
introduced by Nayak in [9] as enhanced quantum finite automata. He showed that similar weaknesses apply to this more
general model (MM-QFA is a special case of it) as shown for MM-QFA.
Automata with doubly stochastic transition matrices were first considered by Turakainen in [12]. Automata with
doubly stochastic transition matrices and bounded-error language recognition were introduced as ‘‘probabilistic reversible
automata’’ (PRA) by Golovkins and Kravtsev in [6]. This model is a probabilistic counterpart for Nayak’s model of enhanced
quantum automata. In Nayak’s model, if a result of every observation is a single configuration, not a superposition of
configurations, we get a probabilistic automaton in which evolution matrices are doubly stochastic. So if the transition
matrices of a PRA are also unitary stochastic it is in fact a Nayak’s quantum automaton.
In this paper we address another type of PRA, i.e., the DH-PRA defined in [6], that behave more like measure-many
quantumautomata [7], as theyhaltwhen entering accepting or rejecting states.We showageneral class of regular languages,
not recognizable by DH-PRA. This class is identical to a class not recognizable by MM-QFA [2] (and similar to the class of
languages, not recognizable by C-PRA [6]). We also prove that the class of languages recognizable by DH-PRA is not closed
under union. That makes more credible our assumption that there exists a strong relationship between DH-PRA and MM-
QFA, leading to a conjecture that DH-PRA are at least as powerful as MM-QFA.
The paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 contains definitions and general facts used throughout the paper.
In Section 3 we prove general properties of DH-PRA. In Section 4 we show a class of languages that is not recognizable by
DH-PRA. In Section 5 we prove that the class of languages recognizable by DH-PRA is not closed under union. Section 6 is
the conclusion.
2. Preliminaries
Following the notation used in quantum computation, throughout the paper, column vectors will be used in connection
with the transition matrices, hence the order of multiplication of transition matrices will be opposite to the order of letters
in the input word.
2.1. Probabilistic reversible automata
Definition 1. 1-way probabilistic reversible automaton (PRA)
A = (Q ,Σ, q0, δ) is specified by a finite set of states Q , a finite input alphabet Σ , an initial state q0 ∈ Q , and a transition
function
δ : Q × Γ × Q −→ R[0,1],
whereΓ = Σ∪{$,#} is the input tape alphabet of A and $, # are end-markers not inΣ . Furthermore, the transition function
satisfies the following requirements:
∀(q1, σ1) ∈ Q × Γ
∑
q∈Q
δ(q1, σ1, q) = 1 (1)
∀(q1, σ1) ∈ Q × Γ
∑
q∈Q
δ(q, σ1, q1) = 1. (2)
For every input symbol σ ∈ Γ , the transition function may be determined by a |Q | × |Q | matrix Vσ , where (Vσ )i,j =
δ(qj, σ , qi).
After every step the probabilistic automaton has some probability distribution to be in one of its states. Such a
probability distribution is called a superposition of configurations and written in the form of one-dimensional vector
X = (p0, p1, . . . , pz), where p0 + p1 + · · · + pn = 1.
2.2. Definition of word acceptance and language recognition
Definition 2. ‘‘Decide-and-halt’’ acceptance.Consider an automatonwith the set of states partitioned into a set of non-halting
states Qn and a set of halting states, where the set of halting states is further split into set of accepting states Qa and a set
of rejecting states Qr . We say that an automaton accepts (rejects) an input in a decide-and-halt manner, if the following
conditions hold:
• the computation is halted as soon as the automaton enters a halting state;
• if the automaton enters an accepting state, the input is accepted;
• if the automaton enters a rejecting state, the input is rejected.
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We refer to the decide-and-halt automata as DH-automata. Hence DH probabilistic reversible automata are referred as
DH-PRA.
In case of classical automata, we may use the following definition.
Definition 3. Classical acceptance. Consider an automaton with the set of states partitioned into accepting states and
rejecting states. We say that an automaton accepts (rejects) an input classically, if the following conditions hold:
• the computation is halted as soon as the number of computation steps is equal to the length of input;
• if the automaton has entered an accepting state when halted, the input is accepted;
• if the automaton has entered a rejecting state when halted, the input is rejected.
In the definition above a computation step corresponds to reading a single input character. We refer to classical
acceptance automata as classical automata or C-automata. Hence classical probabilistic reversible automata are referred
as C-PRA.
Having defined word acceptance, we define language recognition in an equivalent way as in [10].
By px,A we denote the probability that an input x is accepted by an automaton A.
Furthermore, we denote PL = {px,A | x ∈ L}, PL = {px,A | x /∈ L}, p1 = sup PL, p2 = inf PL.
Definition 4. We say that an automaton A recognizes a language Lwith interval (p1, p2), if p1 ≤ p2 and PL ∩ PL = ∅.
Definition 5. We say that an automaton A recognizes a language Lwith bounded error and interval (p1, p2), if p1 < p2.
We consider only bounded error language recognition.
2.3. Markov chains
We recall definitions and theorems from the theory of finite Markov chains.
Definition 6. A state qj is accessible from qi (denoted qi → qj) if there is a positive probability to get from qi to qj in one or
more steps.
Note that some authors consider zero steps are valid for this definition, so that qi → qi for any i ≥ 0.
Definition 7. States qi and qj communicate (denoted qi ↔ qj) if qi → qj and qj → qi.
For accessibility or communication in one step we will put the corresponding matrix above the symbol. Example:
qi
A−→ qj means there is a positive probability to get from qi to qj by performing transformation A. Or the same, Aj,i > 0.
Definition 8. A state q is called recurrent if ∀i q→ qi ⇒ qi → q. Otherwise the state is called transient.
There are several different definitions for transient states proven to be equivalent to the above, important for us is:
Definition 9. A state qi is called transient if and only if
∑
n→∞(An)i,i <∞.
Definition 10. A state q is called absorbing if there is a zero probability of exiting from this state.
Definition 11. A Markov chain without transient states is called irreducible if for all qi, qj qi ↔ qj. Otherwise the chain
without transient states is called reducible.
Definition 12. The period of a recurrent state qi ∈ Q of a Markov chain with a matrix A is defined as d(qi) = gcd{n >
0 | (An)i,i > 0}.
Definition 13. A recurrent state qi is called aperiodic if d(qi) = 1. Otherwise the recurrent state is called periodic.
Definition 14. A Markov chain without transient states is called aperiodic if all of its states are aperiodic. Otherwise the
chain without transient states is called periodic.
Definition 15. Markov chain is called absorbing if and only if it contains at least one absorbing state, and for any non-
absorbing state qi there is an absorbing state that is accessible from qi. Thus the states of an absorbing Markov chain can be





where I — unit matrix, O — all zero matrix.
Definition 16. A probability distribution X of a Markov chain with a matrix A is called stationary, if AX = X .
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We recall the following theorem from the theory of finite Markov chains:
Theorem 17. If a Markov chain with a matrix A is irreducible and aperiodic, then
(a) it has a unique stationary distribution Z;
(b) limn→∞ An = (Z, . . . , Z);
(c) ∀X limn→∞ AnX = Z.
We recall the following fact regarding transient states of a Markov chain:
Theorem 18. Given a Markov chain with a matrix A and a transient state qi, for matrix An, for any j, if n→∞, (An)ij → 0.
We recall the following definitions and facts from [6].
Definition 19. A Markov chain is called doubly stochastic, if its transition matrix is a doubly stochastic matrix.
Corollary 20. If a doubly stochastic Markov chain with an m×mmatrix A is irreducible and aperiodic,
(a) limn→∞ An =
 1m . . . 1m. . . . . . . . .
1




(b) ∀X limn→∞ AnX =




Proof. By Theorem 17. 
Lemma 21. If M is a doubly stochastic Markov chain with a matrix A, then ∀q q→ q.
Corollary 22. Suppose A is a doubly stochastic matrix. Then exists k > 0, such that ∀i (Ak)i,i > 0.
Lemma 23. If M is a doubly stochastic Markov chain with a matrix A, then ∀qa, qb qa → qb ⇒ qb → qa.
These simple facts are used in the proofs of the paper.
Lemma 24. Suppose A is a doubly stochastic matrix and k > 0, such that ∀i (Ak)i,i > 0. Then there exist m > 0 such that for all
pairs qi, qj, if qi → qj for Ak, then qi → qj in one step for Akm.
Proof. Assume qi → qj in x steps for Ak. Since qi → qi in one step for Ak, qi → qj in x + 1 step as well. Thus for any pair
of states qi, qj, where qi → qj for Ak, qj is accessible from qi in less than n steps, where n is a number of rows in A (i.e., the
number of elements in the underlying Markov chain). So qj is accessible from qi for Akn in one step, and m = n gives the
necessary constant. 
Lemma 25. Accessibility is a class property for states of doubly stochastic Markov chains.
Proof. • reflexive — ∀i qi → qi by Lemma 21;
• symmetric — If qi → qj then qj → qi by Lemma 23;
• transitive — If qi → qj and qj → qk then qi → qk.
3. Decide-and-halt probabilistic reversible automata
This section gives further introduction to DH-PRA. Let us note that any DH-PRA can be transformed into a probabilistic
automaton with classical acceptance which recognizes the same language (end-markers remain present). Indeed, for any
halting state q let us modify the transition function, so that for any σ in Γ q · σ = q. The set of final states is Qa. Let l the
number of the previously halting states.
The transition matrices Vσr remain stochastic, but are no longer doubly stochastic. However, for each transition matrix
Vσr we can enumerate the states of DH-PRA in the following way:
(1) q1 . . . qkr are the states from which the halting states are not accessible with σr ;
(2) qkr+1 . . . qn−l are the non-halting states from which the halting states are accessible with σr ;
(3) qn−l+1 . . . qn are the halting states.






• DST — kr × kr doubly stochastic matrix,
• I — l× l unit matrix,
• ∀i, kr + 1 ≤ i ≤ n− l,∑nj=1 αij ≤ 1 (as originated from doubly stochastic matrix where the sum of each row is one).
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Note that for different letters of the alphabetΣ the numbering of the states q1 . . . qn−lmaybe different. FollowingMarkov
chains notation, with respect to a transition Vσr , the states qkr+1 . . . qn−l are called transient and the states q1 . . . qkr and
qn−l+1 . . . qn are called recurrent. The states qn−l+1 . . . qn are called absorbing.
Let us call a matrix of the type above DH-stochastic matrix (even after the states are renumbered).
In order to prove subsequent Theorem 27, we first formulate the following lemma:
Lemma 26. Let A a k× mmatrix such that m < k, where the sum of elements in any column is one, and the sum of elements in
any row is less or equal than one. Then exists a k× (k−m)matrix B, such that (A B) is doubly stochastic.
Proof. Let si the sum of elements of the i-th row of A. Let B =
 1−s1k−m . . . 1−s1k−m. . . . . . . . .
1−sk
k−m . . .
1−sk
k−m
. Now the sum of elements in any column
of B is k−
∑k
i=1 si
k−m = 1. Hence (A B) is stochastic. The sum of the i-th row of (A B) is si+ (k−m) 1−sik−m = 1. Hence (A B) is doubly
stochastic. 






D is a k× k doubly stochastic matrix with k ≥ 0, A — l× l matrix with l ≥ 0, I — m×m unit matrix with m > 0, and the sum of
elements in any row in the matrices A and B is less or equal than one.





, specified in the theorem,






complemented with new columns to obtain a doubly stochastic matrix. 
Certainly, the transformation that corresponds to reading of a sequence of letters also is described by a DH-stochastic
matrix.
Lemma 28. For any σs, σt inΣ , Vσs · Vσt is also a DH-stochastic matrix.
Proof. Follows frommatrix manipulation. To show that for the states from which the halting states are not accessible with
σtσs the matrix is doubly stochastic, observe that no sum in the row can exceed one and also cannot be less than one as
otherwise summing by rows and columns would give different results. 
Note that the transient states in Vσs · Vσt may be different from the transient states in Vσs and in Vσt .
Before looking at forbidden constructions for DH-PRA we need to examine how the accessibility property stands for
Markov chains with DH-stochastic matrixes and also how it changes if we consider several letters.
Obviously for recurrent states of DH-stochastic Markov chain it is still true that accessibility is class property by
Lemma 25, that will be used without any further references in the proof of the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 29. Given Markov chains with DH-stochastic matrixes A and B, there exists K such that for Markov chain with matrix
AKBK the following holds:
(A) any transient state with respect to A or B is transient for AKBK ;
(B) for any two recurrent states q1 and q2 that are in the same equivalence class regarding accessibility in A, either both are
transient for AKBK or both are recurrent and in the same equivalence class for AKBK ;
(C) for any two recurrent states q1 and q2 that are in the same equivalence class regarding accessibility in B, either both are
transient for AKBK or both are recurrent and in the same equivalence class for AKBK .
Proof. We take K to be
• K > n, where n is a number of states;
• K is a multiple of K1 ∗ nwhere (AK1)i,i > 0 for all recurrent states of A;
• K is a multiple of K2 ∗ nwhere (BK2)i,i > 0 for all recurrent states in B.
Recurrent states in A and B in general could be different. We can select such K1 and K2 by Corollary 22. We selected K to
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 24 for both A and B.
For any transient state q of any DH-stochastic matrix D of size n there is some absorbing state q′ such that q D
K−→ q′ (will
be accessible by DK in 1 step). For any absorbing state q′ it holds q′ D−→ q′. For any states q1, q2 and q3 and DH-stochastic
matrixes C and D, q1
C−→ q2, q2 D−→ q3 H⇒ q1 DC−→ q3.
(A) If a state q is transient for B, an absorbing state q′ exists such that q B
K−→ q′, so q′ AK−→ q′ implies q AK BK−→ q′.
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Assume a state q is transient for A but recurrent for B. As q
BK−→ q and some absorbing state q′ exists such that q AK−→ q′,
then again q
AK BK−→ q′.
(B) Let q1 be transient for AKBK , we need to prove that q2 is transient for AKBK :
(a) if q2 is transient for BK then there is an absorbing state q′ such that q2
BK−→ q′ and thus q2 is transient for AKBK since
q′ A
K−→ q′;
(b) if q2 is recurrent for BK , then q2
BK−→ q2 and as q2 A
K−→ q1, then q2 A
K BK−→ q1. Hence q2 is transient for AKBK .
Let q1 and q2 be recurrent for AKBK :
(a) Assume q1 is recurrent for BK , as q1
BK−→ q1 and q1 A
K−→ q2 we get q1 A
K BK−→ q2, thus they are in the same equivalence class.
(b) Assume q1 is transient for BK , then there is some absorbing state q′ such that q1
BK−→ q′ and since q′ AK−→ q′, q1 is transient
for AKBK , leading to a contradiction.
(C) The case is not identical with B as multiplication of matrices is not commutative.
Let q1 be transient for AKBK , we need to prove that q2 is transient for AKBK . If
(a) Assume q1 is transient for AK , then there is some absorbing state q′ such that q1
AK−→ q′. So q2 B
K−→ q1 implies q2 A
K BK−→ q′.
(b) Assume q1 is recurrent for AK , q1
AK−→ q1. As q2 B
K−→ q1 it follows that q2 A
K BK−→ q1 and therefore q2 is transient for AKBK .
Let q1 and q2 be recurrent for AKBK .
(a) Assume q2 is recurrent for AK . Since q1
BK−→ q2 and q2 A
K−→ q2, we get q1 A
K BK−→ q2, therefore they are in the same
equivalence class for AKBK .
(b) Assume q2 is transient for AK . Then exists an absorbing state q′ such that q2
AK−→ q′, so q1 B
K−→ q2 implies q1 A
K BK−→ q′ and
thus q1 is transient for AKBK leading to contradiction. 
The subsequent lemma and corollary illustrate Theorem 29 in terms of transition matrices:






, where D′ is a block diagonal kr × kr matrix such that each block is a doubly stochastic matrix with
every element equal to 1ki , where ki is the size of the block.
Proof. Take K such that AKi,i > 0 for all recurrent states (possible by Lemma 21). Rows filled entirely by zeros correspond to
transient states. As non-halting recurrent states in AK form a doubly stochasticmatrix then they can be split into equivalence
classes with respect to communication property (Lemma 25) and each block diagonal submatrix corresponds to states in
one equivalence class. Values in these submatrices are determined by Corollary 20. 
Corollary 31. Given DH-stochastic matrices A and B, there exists K such that





, where D is a block diagonal ks × ks, s ≤ r, matrix such that each block is a doubly
stochastic matrix with every element equal to 1ki , where ki is the size of the block.







Proof. It follows directly fromTheorem29 and Lemma30 ifwe observe the structure of thematrix forA and B. The difference
between items B and C is that if we apply AK first we can get some different probability distribution for halting states,
however if we apply AK after J then it is the same as applying J . 
Definition 32. By q S−→ q′, S ⊂ Σ∗, we denote that there is a positive probability to get to a state q′ by reading a single
word ξ ∈ S, starting in a state q.
4. On a class of languages recognizable by 1-way DH-PRA
It is easy to see that the class of languages recognized by C-PRA is a proper subclass of languages recognized by DH-PRA.
Indeed, by [5], we may assume that C-PRA does not use any end-markers. Given a C-PRA A, for any final state qi add an
accepting halting state qhi , and for any non-final state qj, add a rejecting halting state q
h
j . Add the final end-marker $ with
transitions qi$ = qhi , qhi $ = qi, qj$ = qhj , qhj $ = qj. V$ is doubly stochastic. The addition of an end-marker ensures that any
input word accepted (rejected) byA is also accepted (rejected) by the DH-PRA with the same probability.
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Fig. 1. Type 1 construction.
Fig. 2. Type 2 construction.
There exist languages recognized by DH-PRA, and not recognized by C-PRA.
Example 33. The language a(a, b)∗ known not to be recognizable by C-PRA is recognizable by DH-PRA.
In this section we will prove that the regular languages whose minimal deterministic automaton contains certain
forbidden constructions cannot be recognized by 1-way DH-PRA. We start by definition of these ‘‘forbidden’’ constructions,
that are quite similar to the ones defined for C-PRA.
Definition 34. We say that a regular language is of type 1 if the following is true for the minimal deterministic automaton
recognizing this language: There exist two states q1, q2, there exist words x, y such that
(1) q1 6= q2;
(2) q1x = q2, q2x = q2;
(3) q2y = q1.
Definition 35. We say that a regular language is of type 2 if the following is true for the minimal deterministic automaton
recognizing this language: There exist three states q, q1, q2, and there exist words x, y such that
(1) q1 6= q2;
(2) qx = q1, qy = q2;
(3) q1x = q1, q1y = q1;
(4) q2x = q2, q2y = q2.
The constructions 1 and 2 are forbidden for C-PRA and define block group languages, see [6,1] (Figs. 1 and 2).
Definition 36. We say that a regular language is of Type 3 (Fig. 3) if a regular language is of Type 2 and additional conditions
hold for states q1, q2:
There exist 2 words z1 and z2 such that
(1) reading z1 when in q1 leads to a final state and reading z1 when in q2 leads to a non-final state;
(2) reading z2 when in q2 leads to a final state and reading z2 when in q1 leads to a non-final state.
Theorem 37. If a regular language is of Type 3 then it is not recognizable by any DH-PRA.
Proof. Assume from the contrary, that A is a DH-PRA automaton which recognizes a language L ⊂ Σ∗ of Type 3.
Since L is of Type 3, it is recognized by a minimal deterministic automatonD with three particular states q, q1, q2 such
that q1 6= q2, qx = q1, qy = q2, q1x = q1, q1y = q1, q2x = q2, q2y = q2, where x, y ∈ Σ∗. Furthermore, there exists ω ∈ Σ∗
such that q0ω = q, where q0 is an initial state of D , and there exist words z1 ∈ Σ∗, z2 ∈ Σ∗, such that q1z1 = q1acc and
q1z2 = q1rej, q2z1 = q2rej and q2z2 = q2acc , where q1acc, q2acc are final states and q1rej, q2rej are non-final states ofD .
The transition function of the automaton A is determined by DH-stochastic matrices Vσ1 , . . . , Vσn . The words from the
construction of Type 3 are x = σi1 . . . σik and y = σj1 . . . σjs . The transitions induced by words x and y are determined by
DH-stochastic matrices X = Vσik. . . Vσi1 and Y = Vσjs. . . Vσj1 . Similarly, the transitions induced by words ω, z1 and z2 are
determined by DH-stochastic matricesW , Z1 and Z2.
Let us select 2 words x1 and x2 of the form x1 = ωyK (xKyK )m and x2 = ω(xKyK )m.
We select K as in Theorem 29. Using related Corollary 31we get that limm→∞ (Y KXK )m converges to somematrix J of the
form described in Corollary 31 and that J differs from JY K only in transitions from transient to absorbing states for (Y KXK )m.
That means that after reading x1 = ωyK (xKyK )m and x2 = ω(xKyK )m from the initial state we will get arbitrarily close
probability distributions for non-halting states, but possibly different probability distributions for the halting states. Let ρa1
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Fig. 3. Type 3 construction.
be accepting probability and ρr1 rejecting probability after reading x1. (So at that moment the automaton remains in a non-
halting state with probability 1− ρa1 − ρr1.) Let ρa2 be accepting probability and ρr2 rejecting probability after reading x2.
Consider reading z1 after x1 that needs to be rejected and x2 that needs to be accepted. As distributions on non-halting states
before reading z1 are arbitrarily close, and reading any word cannot significantly increase their difference, at that moment
the word x1z1 /∈ L is accepted with probability ρa1 + c1, and the word x2z1 ∈ L is accepted with probability ρa2 + c2, where
c1 and c2 are arbitrarily close nonnegative values. Due to the assumption that L is recognized with bounded error, we get
ρa1 < ρa2. On the other hand, consider reading z2 after x1 that needs to be accepted and x2 that needs to be rejected. In a
similar fashion, we get that ρa2 < ρa1. This is a contradiction. 
Theorem 38. If a regular language is of Type 1, it is not recognizable by any DH-PRA.
Proof. Assume from the contrary, that A is a DH-PRA automaton which recognizes a language L ⊂ Σ∗ of Type 1.
Since L is of Type 1, it is recognized by a deterministic automaton D which has two states q1, q2 such that q1 6= q2,
q1x = q2, q2y = q1, q2x = q2 where x, y ∈ Σ∗. Furthermore, there exists ω ∈ Σ∗ such that q0ω = q1, where q0 is an initial
state ofD , and there exists a word z ∈ Σ∗, such that q1z = qacc if and only if q2z = qrej, where qacc is an accepting state and
qrej is a rejecting state ofD .
The transition function of the automaton A is determined by DH-stochastic matrices Vσ1 , . . . , Vσn . The words x =
σi1 . . . σik and y = σj1 . . . σjs , the transitions induced by words x and y are determined by DH-stochastic matrices X =
Vσik. . . Vσi1 and Y = Vσjs. . . Vσj1 . Similarly, the transitions induced by thewordω is determined by a DH-stochastic matrixW .
Let us select two words x1 and x2 of the form x1 = ω(xK (xy)K )m and x2 = ω(xK (xy)K )mxK .
We will show that for any ε we can select K and m such that |px1 − px2 | < ε. Then as x1z ∈ L and x2z /∈ L we get a
contradiction.
We select K as in Theorem 29. Using related Corollary 31 we get that limm→∞ ((YX)KXK )m converges to some matrix J
of the form described in Corollary 31, for which the equality XK J = J stands.
That means that after reading x1 = ω(xK (xy)K )m and x2 = ω(xK (xy)K )mxK we will get arbitrarily close probability
distributions that gives us the required contradiction. Or formally,
limm→∞ ZXK ((YX)KXK )mW = limm→∞ Z((YX)KXK )mW = ZJW . So
∀ε > 0 ∃m
∥∥∥(Z(XK ((YX)KXK )mW − Z((YX)KXK )mW)Q0∥∥∥ < ε. (3)
As we can select z such that ω(xk(xy)k)mxK z ∈ L and ω(xk(xy)k))mz /∈ L, that requires the existence of ε > 0, such that
∀m
∥∥∥(ZXK ((YX)KXK )mW − Z((YX)KXK )mW)Q0∥∥∥ > ε.  (4)
5. Closure properties
In this section we prove that the class of languages recognizable by DH-PRA automata is not closed by the union. In [2]
there is proposed a language which is union of languages recognizable by MM-QFA and is not recognizable by MM-QFA, we
basically follow their proof.
Theorem 39. There are two languages L2 and L3 which are recognizable by DH-PRA, but the union of them L1 = L2 ∪ L3 is not
recognizable by DH-PRA.
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Fig. 4.Minimal automaton of L1 .
Fig. 5.Minimal automaton of L2 ‘‘even’’.
Proof. Let L1 be the language consisting of all words that start with any number of letters a and after the first letter b (if
there is one) there is an odd number of letters a. Its minimal automaton G1 is shown in Fig. 4.
This language satisfies the conditions of Theorem 37 (q1, q2 and q3 of Theorem 37 are just q1, q2 and q3 of G1. The words
x, y, z1, z2 are b, aba, ab and b.) Hence it cannot be recognized by a DH-PRA. Consider two other languages L2 and L3 defined
as follows. L2 consists of all the words which start with an even number of letters a and after the first letter b (if there is one)
there is an odd number of letters a. L3 consists of all the words which start with an odd number of letters a and after the first
letter b (if there is one) there is an odd number of letters a. It is easy to see that L1 = L2 ∪ L3. The minimal automaton G2 for
L2 is shown on Fig. 5 and for L3 the difference is that initial state is q4.
We construct two DH-PRA automata K2 and K3 which recognize languages L2 and L3. The automaton K2 is obtained from
the automatonG2 (see Fig. 5) in a simpleway: just splitting the automaton into two disconnected sub-automata, by replacing
transition q1
b→ q2 with the transition q1 b→ qacc and the transition q1 b→ qrej, each with the probability 1/2. The initial
state with the probability 2/3 is q1 and with the probability 1/3 is q2. Formally this transformation of the automaton G2 can
be written as follows:
• the states q1, q2, q3, q4 are non-halting states;• the state q5 is a rejecting state;
• the transition q1 b→ q2 is replaced with two transitions: q1 b→ qacc and q1 b→ qrej, each with probability 1/2;• reading right end-marker from the states q2 and q4 leads to two additional rejecting states, and from the states q1 and q3
leads to two additional accepting states;
• create a new initial state q0. Reading the left end-marker in the q0 leads to the q1 with probability 2/3 and to the q2 with
probability 1/3.
Note that we can choose extra halting states to build such a DH-PRA automaton.
Let us prove that our automaton is correct.
(1) After reading the left end-marker # the automaton K2 with probability 23 is in the state q1 and with probability
1
3 is in
the state q2. G2 is in the initial state q1.
(2) After reading an even number of letters a K2 with probability 23 is in the state q1 and with probability
1
3 is in the state q2.
(3) After reading an odd number of letters a K2 with probability 23 is in the state q4 and with probability
1
3 is in the state q3.
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(4) If after reading an odd number of letters a K2 receives the letter b or the right end-marker then it rejects the input with
probability at least 23 (K2 goes to rejecting state from the state q4 by reading b or the right end-marker).
(5) If after reading an even number of letters a K2 receives a right end-marker then it accepts the input with probability 23 .
(6) If after reading an even number of letters a K2 receives letter b then with probability 13 K2 is in accepting state, with
probability 13 K2 is in a rejecting state, and probability
1
3 K2 is in the non-final state q2.
(7) By reading the letter a automaton K2 passes from q2 to q3 or back. By reading the letter b automaton K2 passes from q2
to q2 and from q3 to q3, so receiving right end-marker in the state q3 the input is accepted with total probability 23 and
receiving the right end-marker in the state q2 the input is rejected with total probability 23 .
This shows that K2 accepts the language L2 with probability 23 . Similarly we construct K3 that accepts L3 with probability
2
3 . Thus we have shown that there are two languages L2 and L3 which are recognizable by DH-PRA with probability
2
3 , but
the union of them L1 = L2 ∪ L3 is not recognizable by DH-PRA. 
As L2
⋂
L3 = ∅, then also L1 = L24L3. So the class of languages recognizable by DH-PRA is not closed under symmetric
complement. As this class is closed under complement and not closed under symmetric complement, it easily follows that
the class of languages recognizable by DH-PRA is not closed under any binary Boolean operation where both arguments are
significant.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we continued the research of probabilistic reversible automata (PRA) that were introduced by Golovkins
and Kravtsev in [6]. The first type of PRA - automata with classical acceptance (C-PRA) was completely described in [6,1]. In
those papers, it was shown a general class of regular languages that is not recognizable by C-PRA, and it was proved that all
the other regular languages are recognizable by C-PRA. In this paper we initiated similar research for another type of PRA,
i.e., DH-PRA merely defined in [6], that behave more the way measure-many quantum automata [7] do, as they halt when
entering accepting and rejecting states.
We can see that althoughDH-PRA can recognize some languages not recognizable by C-PRA the ‘‘forbidden constructions’’
for both of them are very similar. At the same time we see that forbidden constructions for DH-PRA are actually identical to
some of those [2] known for quantum 1-way automata. As we know from [1] the class of languages recognizable by C-PRA
and LatvianQFA is all the regular languages except the forbidden constructions exposed in [6] (i.e., block group languages). As
languages recognizable by C-PRA are also recognizable by DH-PRA, there is one open problemwhich still remains: whether
the set of languages that are of Type 2 and not of Type 3 is recognizable by DH-PRA. The same holds for the MM-QFA (by
results of [2,1]). This fact and similar closure properties give us an opportunity to speculate that possibly DH-PRA and MM-
QFA actually recognize the same class of languages, or that DH-PRA is at least as powerful as MM-QFA.
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